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Problem Statement

As seismic waves travels through earth’s layers, their travel path changes depending
on each layer they go trough as you can see below, this makes predicting their travel
time before reaching the surface difficult.
Solving this problem will provide valuable information for understanding the Earth’s
structure, tectonic plate movements, and earthquake mechanisms. This knowledge can
help us get a deeper understanding of Earth’s geology. This in turn can be crucial to
the development of new technologies to reduce the effects of earthquakes. In sum, an
accurate prediction of seismic waves can save lives, reduce property damage, improve
building design, allocate resources effectively, and advance scientific research.

The initial columns 
are Filename, 
theo_tt, tshift, obs_tt, 
polarity, stnm,rayp, 
stla, stel, evla, evlo, 
evdp, dist, az, baz. 
Obs_tt is the target 
variable.

Data Visualization

The correlation between dist and rayp, theo_tt and
dist, obs_tt and dist are respectively -0.997, 0.9925,
0.992500. Those are correlated among themselves, so
some of them must be dropped. theo_tt is the most
relevant with a correlation of 0.9997 and has a linear
relation wih obs_tt.

Selected Features

The feature polarity is either a positive or negative state, relative to the original waveform. We can flip the
polarity and since it is controllable, it is not relevant as a predictor as we can observe in the graph above.
So, the remaining relevant features are 'theo_tt', 'stla', 'stlo', 'stel', 'evla', 'evlo', 'evdp.’ We passed these
features to a forward selection algorithm and all these features were deemed relevant to predict ‘obs_tt.’

Machine Learning Models
Procedure

After finding out our best subset, the next step was
to find the best model. To do that, we split the data
in three (50%, 25%, 25%). 50% of the data is used
for training, 25% for testing and the remaining 25
% is used as new observation to test our models on
unseen data.

Linear Regression

What are we trying to beat?

We are trying to beat 10.9022 secinds which is the
mean squared error between theo_tt and obs_tt.
The error in prediction is the time shift (tshift).
The distribution of the error can be seen in Data
Visualization.

Lasso Regression

Decision Tree
Random Forest

Neural Network (optimizer = Adam(0.001))

Gradient Boosting

TESTING BEST MODELS ON NEW OBSERVATIONS

Random Forest

Neural Network

Gradient Boosting

Conclusion

Abstract
Predicting the travel time of seismic waves from an earthquake to a receiver is
challenging due to the labyrinthine path of waves through the Earth's layers. This
complexity is evident in the limitations of our current formulas and models. By
selecting and testing different features, this study was able to narrow down the best
predictors to build and train different models. We then proceeded by tuning our hyper-
parameters to find the best bias-variance trade off for all the models. Overall, the best
models were able to outperform the current formula in predicting the real travel time
of seismic waves. This highlights the need for refined machine-learning tools that can
improve seismic waves prediction.

The Exploratory Data Analysis helped us select the best features for this task. These
features are 'theo_tt', 'stla', 'stlo', 'stel', 'evla', 'evlo', 'evdp.’

Then, we tested different machine learning models to predict waves travel times and our
best machine learning algorithm is the Gradient Boosting with a mean squared error of 1.56
seconds. Machine learning Boosting builds an initial model to fit the data and follows that by
building a second model while correcting the inaccuracies of the first model. By doing that
multiple time, the combination of these models produce a stronger and better model.

The next best model is the Random Forest model with a mean squared error of 2.92
second. A Random Forest combines the output of multiple decision trees to output a single
result. In the case of regression, it uses the average prediction of all the trees making it more
accurate and thus usually does better than a single decision tree.

The third best model is the Neural Network with a mean squared error of 5.98 seconds. A
Neural Network uses interconnected nodes that works like neurons. Using algorithms, these
nodes can learn patterns, cluster, classify, and improve overtime.

In sum, our best models did better than the theoretical values which has a mean squared
error of 10.90 seconds. Therefore, using machine learning methods is the better way to predict
waves travel time.
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We started by 
building an initial 
model. Then the 
models have been 
optimized using an 
early stop 
algorithm.


